
 

 

 

 

 

 

THICKER THAN WATER 

CHAPTER ONE 

When people ask about my family, I tell them I have a sister. Just one, I say, because it’s 

easier than telling the truth. 

Georgie was the first person I ever told about my other sister, because Georgie was like 

the sister I wish I’d had. She didn’t push to make me who she thought I should be or judge me 

for who I was. Georgie saw what I could be and never let me stop believing it was possible. 

On the day Georgie drove us home from the university we’d chosen, she dropped me at 

the bus stop just past my house. As I clutched the glossy university prospectus to my chest and 

reached for the door handle, she squeezed my knee. 

“I’m dead proud of you,” she said. Her eyes, usually full of mischief, were serious.  

“Onwards and upwards,” I said, forcing a smile. I was proud of me too, and scared out of 

my wits. But Georgie already knew that, and I was grateful she didn’t bring it up now, didn’t tell 

me not to worry or that everything was going to turn out fine.  

I waved her off and kept smiling confidently until she’d flipped her little red Ford Fiesta 

into a tire-squealing U-turn and gunned it, lawnmower-sized engine screaming, back towards 

town. When I was sure she could no longer see me in her rearview mirror, I dropped my smile 

and set off running up the narrow path along the edge of the moors, the shortest distance between 

me and the place I was supposed to be that afternoon: home. 
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The moors stretched out for miles ahead me and the thin clouds were so high it looked 

like the sky went on forever. A summer breeze blew through my hair and the scent of Georgie’s 

perfume lingered in my nose. It felt like the first day of the rest of my life. I shucked off Mum’s 

borrowed suit jacket and picked up my pace towards home, the spongy peat beneath my feet 

adding an extra bounce to my step. 

I crested the hill and squeezed through the wooden kissing gate to find our big stone 

house standing alone, the driveway blissfully empty of Dad’s car. Even though Georgie kept 

assuring me my application would be accepted, I still wasn’t ready to tell my parents about our 

plans. Most parents would be excited about their kid taking the next step to adulthood. Some 

even measured their parental success by it. But not mine. 

“You have to do what’s right for you,” Georgie had said when we’d first discussed the 

idea of going away to university together. “Your parents aren’t monsters; they’re just a tiny bit 

over-protective.” 

“A tiny bit?” I said. 

“Okay, they’re obsessive in a way that’s verging on weird, but it’s only because they care 

about you. In the end, they want what’s best for you.” 

Georgie was right. I had to follow my own path, but that didn’t mean I was looking 

forward to breaking the news. I’d do it tonight. 

Determined, I strode down to the house. As I peered into my bag to rummage for my 

keys, something at my feet caught my eye. On the ground was the purple hairless form of a baby 

bird. Its skin, not even yet spiked with pin feathers, looked oily in the afternoon sun. Above its 

beak, round eyes bulged under the thin skin of its lids. Its neck was turned at an unnatural angle. 

It didn’t move. 
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I crouched beside it, touching it gently with the tip of my finger, sure it was dead, but 

afraid to startle it, if it was only dazed. In the tree above me, a small brown bird twittered with 

fury.  

“Oh, poor baby,” I said to the motionless form. “You jumped too soon.” 

I flinched at my own words. Pushing aside visions of me leaping from my own safe nest, 

I pulled a tissue from my pocket and gently picked up the body. With the mother bird still 

twittering her warnings to me, I carried it into the garden and buried it under the hydrangea 

beside the assortment of small creatures I’d tried to rescue over the years.  

“Rest in peace,” I whispered, and shifted a stone over the top. “Nothing else can hurt you 

now.” 

 

I’d almost finished the breakfast dishes, putting away Dad’s blender where he’d expect to 

find it for the next morning’s smoothies, when I heard the double slam of car doors from the 

driveway. It didn’t sound like Dad’s car. 

We never had unexpected visitors, rarely had expected ones, to be honest. Ours wasn’t a 

house people dropped in on because they were in the neighborhood. It was a place people drove 

by on the way to somewhere else. But now two dark figures moved in the shadows around the 

front door and an unfamiliar black car was parked in the driveway, blocking the spot where my 

dad always parked his aging silver Volvo. I pulled against the wall out of sight and wondered 

what to do. We’d always had a rule about not answering the door to strangers when I was home 

alone, and I wasn’t about to break it.  

I could tell that one of the visitors was a man. He was stocky and broad-shouldered so 

that his frame filled the small panel of frosted glass. As he twisted, I caught a flash of silver on 
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his hat—a badge—and the bulky outline of a radio at his chest. It crackled to life, the words too 

garbled for me to understand.  

Police. 

My insides knotted and my hand, recalling the habit I’d broken long ago, reached to twist 

a hank of hair. My mind emptied of plans for the future and filled instead with scenes of the past. 

In my experience, the police never came with good news. 

Had they come about Mum this time? She’d been comfortable when I’d seen her at the 

hospital the day before. We’d shared a joke—not a cancer joke, not this time—but a laugh about 

something on the television that droned in the hospital room. Had she taken a sudden turn for the 

worse? But surely the hospital would just call. “I’m sorry to call with bad news, but...” They 

couldn’t be here about Mum. 

Maybe they were here about Libby, sent by the airline to notify my sister’s next-of-kin 

before the disaster hit the television news.  

“Flying is safer than driving,” Libby always preached, rolling her eyes whenever I 

expressed my worries about her profession.  

But people generally survive car crashes, I always thought, but kept it to myself. 

Bracing myself for the worst, I slid the chain onto the lock and opened the door a crack. 

“Can I help you?”  

The visitors turned at the sound of my voice. The second figure was smaller, a woman, 

her hand raised to the doorbell, her face leaning in to the square of glass. Her stern expression 

melted into a pained smile when she saw me, as if I was the last person she’d hoped would be 

here. She was dressed in stylish black slacks and a tangerine-colored silk blouse, her long hair 

falling in shimmering inky waves down her back. Her dark eyes were friendly, but even so, the 
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hairs rippled across the nape of my neck. An accident. It had to be. A driver blinded by a flare of 

sunlight, barreling through a red light, Dad’s car spinning out of control slamming into the 

unmovable trunk of an oak tree.  

I shook away the caution I carried around like a huge, dark umbrella. I hated that I always 

expected the worst to happen. Maybe it was because I knew it could. 

“Miss Kirkpatrick?” the woman asked. 

I nodded, unable to form a simple “yes.”  

She hesitated and her companion took a slight step backwards, as if I were a dog he 

wasn’t sure was friendly.“I’m Inspector Siddiqi,” she said, “and this is Sergeant Nowicki. We’re 

looking for Robert or Linda Kirkpatrick?” 

It took me a second to understand what the woman was asking versus what I’d expected 

her to say. My cheeks ran cold as the blood drained from them. The police hadn’t come with bad 

news about my parents; they had come to talk to them. Even though my family was safe, that 

didn’t mean they were okay. 

“They’re not here,” I said, suddenly feeling protective. “Is there something I can help you 

with?” 

Inspector Siddiqi hesitated, confirming that this was not a friendly public service visit. 

This wasn’t a warning of a suspicious character roaming the area or a series of petty thefts. This 

was personal, and it wasn’t good news. I set my body, the way I’d learned from my kickboxing 

videos, and waited for the blow. 

“I was hoping to talk to your parents,” Inspector Siddiqi said. “We can come back later.” 

I stung from the implication I heard between her words. We can’t talk to you; you’re just 

a child. I was two weeks away from turning eighteen, practically an adult. “Mum’s in the 
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hospital, but I’m expecting Dad any moment,” I said, unlatching the chain and opening the door 

wide. “You can come in and wait if you’d like.”  

Inspector Siddiqi narrowed her eyes at me as if struggling to calculate a problem. She 

took in the smart clothes that didn’t quite fit and my hair swept up by Georgie’s expert hand into 

a stylish twist, then she stepped over the threshold with Sergeant Nowicki in tow.  

 

“What’s all this about?” I asked, as I hovered by the living room door and willed Dad to 

hurry up home. Inspector Siddiqi scanned the living room, taking in our worn furniture and 

overflowing bookcases, every inch of the faded walls covered in a hodgepodge of paintings, 

photographs, and vintage posters. What did she see with her sharp eyes? I’d always seen our 

home as interesting, eclectic, and comfortable, but seeing it now through her eyes, it sort of 

looked like a crazy mess. I imagined her living room would be neat and organized, a minimalist, 

no-fuss space with a splash of color for personality. She didn’t look like the kind of person who 

had knickknacks. 

“If we can wait until your dad arrives,” she said, with a firm smile that said there was no 

“if” about it.  

I wished I could plunk onto the soft, worn couch and let it pull me into its spongy, 

comforting, middle. Instead, I offered it to our guests and perched on the edge of a hard dining 

chair. 

The inspector inspected my outfit, her gaze pausing on details, as if she were collecting 

evidence. “Did you just get in from work?” she asked. 
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Damn. I’d intended to change out of Mum’s clothes as soon as I got home, before Dad 

could see me, but then I’d done the dishes so he wouldn’t ask what I’d been doing instead. 

Inspector Siddiqi had picked up on this detail. Hopefully, my dad wouldn’t. 

I shook my head and Siddiqi frowned, as if she was trying to work out why I was dressed 

this way. “Interview,” I said, hoping she’d drop the subject. 

“For a job?” 

“A course. At the university.” 

“Fantastic,” she said. “What course?” 

I wished she’d stop asking questions. The less she knew, the less she was likely to 

inadvertently spill. “Psychology,” I said. 

“Oh, excellent. I’m a bit of a fan of that head stuff myself. Had to take a course for my 

degree. Criminal psychology, of course. Fascinating stuff, the human mind.” 

“It is,” I said. 

“My mother was mortified, of course,” she went on, glancing at Nowicki as if he was in 

on a joke. “She didn’t want me to be a detective, you know. Didn’t think it was an appropriate 

job for a woman. Of course, my mother didn’t think any job was appropriate for a woman except 

being a first class wife and mother.” She sighed and shook her head, the sheen of her bouncing 

waves mesmerizing me. “Why do our families always think they know us better than we know 

ourselves?” 

I was about to agree when the familiar sound of a car engine struggling up the steep 

driveway grabbed everyone’s attention.  

“He’s here,” I said, popping up from my chair, aware that the inspector had been trying to 

gain my trust and had almost succeeded. I’d never been so relieved to hear Dad’s arrival, but as I 
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hurried to the door, I realized I had forgotten to reset the latch. Dad was already in the kitchen, 

his expression full of questions. 

 “The police are here,” I said, answering them all. 

His face darkened. “I don’t like this,” he said. “I don’t like this one bit.” 

“What’s happened?” I asked, but either he didn’t hear me or didn’t want to answer, 

because he moved towards the living door.  

“Robert Kirkpatrick?” I heard Inspector Siddiqi ask.  

“That’s me,” Dad said, with no trace of a smile in his voice. 

“I wonder if we could have a word with you.” 

Dad hesitated, as if he’d been given another option, and stepped inside.  

My legs felt as if they’d been glued to the floor. Something bad had happened, I knew it. 

I slipped into Dad’s shadow and followed him inside. 

In the living room, Dad shook hands with both officers and took a seat in his favorite 

leather wingback, which creaked as it protested the load. He looked impeccable for a man with a 

dying wife who’d just come home to find the police on his doorstep. In his pressed collared shirt 

and neat khaki trousers, he looked like both a preppy student and a refined gentleman, 

simultaneously older and younger than his forty-eight years. Only the tumble of unruly curls 

over his collar gave any indication that anything was less than perfect in his world.  

“Mr. Kirkpatrick,” said Inspector Siddiqi. “I’m sorry to bother you like this. I understand 

your wife is unwell and I realize this is a difficult time for you.” 

Dad waved his hand as if it was no bother at all, which we all knew wasn’t true. 

“Should we talk in private?” she said, cutting a glance at me. 
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He shook his head, a frown forming on his brow, as if he already knew what she’d come 

to say. 

“There’s no easy way to do this, so I’ll just come out and say it. Some remains were 

discovered yesterday.” 

My breath caught and my stomach recoiled as if I had taken an unexpected punch.  

“A couple walking their dog spotted bones,” she continued, as if she was racing to get the 

words out. “Human bones. Based on preliminary evaluation, they appear to belong to a child, 

possibly female, estimated to be five or six years old at the time of death.” Inspector Siddiqi let 

the information hang in the room. Officer Nowicki leaned in, as if expecting something to 

happen.  

I saw the girl they had found—my lost sister—saw her glossy black hair, heard her 

infectious giggle. I saw her dancing, skipping, spinning, swimming—always swimming. I 

watched her pull in a breath and blow out candles on a birthday cake, while I did the same beside 

her. Our sixth birthday, the last we’d shared together. 

“Mr. Kirkpatrick,” the inspector said. “You need to prepare yourself for the possibility 

that this could be Cassie.” 

Cassie. My Cassie. 

In my mind, all the stories I had told myself unspooled—back through my teens, back 

through my childhood, back to the night eleven years ago when my twin sister had disappeared. 

I’d clung to my steadfast belief that, someday, she’d come home. Now, everything I believed, 

everything I had told myself, tilted with the weight of a new reality, the pieces of my past 

slotting into unfamiliar places. I’d grown up as the sister of a missing girl—cautious, hopeful, 

moving forward with hesitant steps. Now I was the sister of a murdered girl. The finality of that 
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threw up a blank wall and I could no longer see my future beyond it. I didn’t know what would 

happen to us next, but I knew enough to be afraid. 


